
NOT ALL 
ACCOUNTANTS ARE 
THE SAME

http://www.bambury.info/


We are a small firm of chartered accountants 
based in Bicester in North Oxfordshire.  
Should this be a problem? Certainly not. We 
might be small, but we have a big presence 
on the internet and handle clients from 
all around the country. Unlike the larger 
accountancy practices, we provide a more 
personal and flexible service to our clients.

We are passionate about business start-ups 
who have the ambition and drive to grow 
– these companies are the future!  We use 
proven methodologies, particularly our new 
business support programme “Start Up”, to 
help growth-minded new businesses survive 
their crucial first twelve months.  We can 
help you prepare business plans, cash flow 
forecasts and profit forecasts. We will show 
you how to keep a close watch on your new 
business using cloud based software so that 
we both know it is performing to expectations.

We are totally committed to cloud accounting.  
To us the benefits that cloud based software 
such as Xero provides over traditional desk 
based packages are just too many to list. For 
example, the ‘bank feed’ feature allows for 
automatic downloading of bank transactions 
into Xero. These real time transactions can be 
viewed by you and by us at any time or from 
anywhere. 

Combining this with, say, Crunchboards**, 
one of the recent add-ons to Xero, enables 
you to have forecasts and projections which 
can be updated in real time as banking 
information is downloaded into Xero from the 
cloud. We strongly believe that a clearer view 
of the day-to-day position will allow business 
owners to manage their businesses better.

WHAT MAKES US UNIQUE?
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HOW WE WORK TOGETHER

We are always looking for clients who share 
our ethos.  Our ideal client profile would 
be an owner managed business with huge 
ambitions to grow. We want to add value to 
your business and make those plans a reality. 

When we review your annual accounts with 
you we don’t just look back to the past. 
We look forward to the future by carrying 
out a free diagnostic review to see what 
improvements will increase your profits. Part 
of the diagnostic review is a benchmarking 
exercise to see how you performed against 
others in your industry, profession or trade.  
We will use sophisticated remuneration 
planning software to show you the right mix 
between salaries and dividends.  

If you are a sole trader or a partnership, 
we will show you the many advantages of 
moving your business into a limited company 
– the tax savings alone can sometimes be 
surprisingly large!

When it comes to tax planning we believe 
in a holistic approach. We don’t just look at 
income tax but also at capital taxes as these 
can seriously reduce your family’s wealth. 

Bambury & Co is one of the first firms 
of chartered accountants in the United 
Kingdom authorised to carry out non-
contentious probate work. We offer a 
professional will writing and probate service 
and specialise in carrying out succession 
planning reviews for business owners. After 
all, who else is better placed to provide 
probate services and professional tax advice 
than your trusted advisers, Bambury & Co, 
who will ensure your company is properly 
looked after in accordance with your wishes?

“Bambury & Co is one of the 
first firms of chartered 
accountants in the United 
Kingdom authorised to 
carry out non-contentious 
probate work.”
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uk.linkedin.com/in/
patrickcracroftbrennan

Connect with Patrick

Our principal, Patrick Cracroft-
Brennan FCA, qualified as a chartered 
accountant in 1974. 

Since then he has worked in 
professional practices, commercial 
companies, charities, local 
government and central government, 
frequently at CFO or CEO level.  As 
our client you have full access to over 
40 years’ worth of experience and 
knowledge. It is unlikely you will come 
across problems that Patrick hasn’t 
faced and solved, either as a manager 
or as a business owner.

The term “chartered accountant” denotes 
membership of one of the three original 
chartered accountancy bodies, either 
the Institute of Chartered Accountants in 
Scotland (1854) or the Institute of Chartered 
Accountants in England and Wales (1880) 
or the Institute of Chartered Accountants in 
Ireland (1888). The members of these three 
very prestigious bodies demonstrate the 
highest standards of ethical and professional 
conduct, up-to-date technical expertise 
and the varied capabilities of qualified 
professionals.  

In 1986 the Institute of Cost and Management 
Accountants received a Royal Charter and its 
members became “chartered management 
accountants”. The Association of Certified 
Accountants followed suit ten years later and 
its members became “chartered certified 
accountants”. The members of these two 
more junior chartered bodies are not 
“chartered accountants” in the generally 
understood meaning of the term.

ABOUT PATRICK 
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Case studies

“55 Warwick Avenue Limited is a small 
flat management company based in 
West London. Until recently they kept 
everything on Excel.  Their cash flow 
suffered because they were constantly 
late with sending out invoices for service 
charges.  We recently set them up on 
Xero.  The invoicing facility in Xero has 
helped them tremendously, enabling 
them to catch up on their invoicing.  
Being able to send out statements helps 
with cash flow too by gently reminding 
leaseholders of the need to pay their 
service charges on time.”

“Celso Acùrcio is the director of CA 
Automotive Engineering Limited. He is 
located some 60 miles from Bicester.  He 
started in business a year ago.  Almost 
from Day 1 we set him up on Xero so 
he could see what his profit after tax 
was each month and from this work 
out a dividend payment to himself.  He 
much appreciates being able to log 
into Xero at any time and see real time 
information.”
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Xero

Xero is one of the most widely used cloud 
accounting packages.  It is very popular with 
accountants as it does exactly what it says on 
the tin. It is very easy to use and has excellent 
reporting capabilities.

One of the attractions of Xero is the large 
number of “add-ons” that have been written 
for it.  For example, we have one client, an 
Amazon trader, using the “A2X” add-on so 
as to make his multi-national trading with 
Amazon a lot, lot easier. Another client, a 
property developer, uses “WorkFlowMax” 
and Xero to manage income and costs across 
a wide range of projects. 

CrunchBoards

CrunchBoards allows us to work with you to 
leverage your accounting data and together 
to find patterns in the numbers.  What is your 
gross profit margin right now? What does 
it mean? How much should you set aside 
for the tax bill? Can you afford to expand 
nationally or regionally? Traditional systems 
didn’t allow us to work together in this 
manner.

Great companies don’t succeed just because 
they have a great service or product.  They 
succeed because they know what’s coming. 
For example, by forecasting growth and 
considering different scenarios of how the 
future might look.  This means they know 
where to invest, how to allocate resources 
and what preparations to make for each 
stage of their journey.  CrunchBoards allows 
us to do all of this and more with you.  And it 
is presented in a beautiful way that’s easy to 
understand, not just a wall of numbers!

GoCardless

A positive cashflow is important to all 
businesses, not least our own.  With very few 
exceptions we use GoCardless’s paperless 
variable monthly direct debit facility so 
clients can pay our fees in advance over a 
10 or 12 month period, or, if they want, pay 
in one instalment using their credit or debit 
cards. As users of GoCardless we can show 
clients how simple it is to use and how with 
the use of GoCardless they can painlessly 
collect their own debts. GoCardless can be 
integrated into several cloud accounting 
packages such as Xero and QuickBooks.

Proud to work with

Our partners
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“Not all accountants 
are the same”
Does our modern approach to business 
match your ambition? Do you value 
personal attention and want to listen to 
a professional who will have your interest 
and growth at heart?  We have what it 
takes; let me know if you do too.

"CJ", owner of Bicester Barbers, said
“Patrick is not just an accountant, he’s a 
chartered accountant”
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CONTACT US

Bambury & Co Chartered Accountants
Suite 3 

Enterprise House
Telford Road

Bicester
Oxfordshire 

OX26 4LD

01869 222830

patrickcb@bambury.info

http://www.bambury.info/
http://uk.linkedin.com/in/patrickcracroftbrennan/
http://www.twitter.com/patrickcb5/
https://www.facebook.com/bicesteraccountants
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC3nzOfq8dHlw-VkTOMIUMlQ

